APPENDIX H: TRACK SHIFT WORKS
CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PROJECT
SANT JOSE TO MERCED
785+00 TO GILROY TO 1265+00
CONSTRUCTION PHASES
PLAN
PHASE 1

12 Burgos Ave.
San Jose, CA 95112

1111 Broadway
Oakland, CA 94607
THE WORKS OF THE WILDLIFE CROSSING UNDER MONTEREY RD WILL BE CARRIED OUT IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE CONDITIONS ON THE EXISTING TRAFFIC ARE MINIMAL. THE PROVISIONAL DETOURS OF THE TRAFFIC MUST BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE WORKS.
THE WORKS OF THE WILDLIFE CROSSING UNDER MONTEREY RD WILL BE CARRIED OUT IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE CONDITIONS ON THE EXISTING TRAFFIC ARE MINIMAL. THE PROVISIONAL DETOURS OF THE TRAFFIC MUST BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE WORKS.
Current Track
Proposed Track
Under Construction
Proposed ROW
Circulation Track
Proposed TCE

GRADE CROSSING
OVERHEAD BRIDGE
MAJOR UNDERPASS
TUNNEL
CRESCENT UNDERPASS

SAN JOSE
BLOSSOM HILL
MONTEREY RD
SAN JOSE

SAN JOSE TO MERCED
315+00 TO GILROY TO 785+00
CONSTRUCTION PHASES
PHASE 2

CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PROJECT
SAN JOSE TO MERCED
11 Burgos Ave.
11th Floor
SAN JOSE, CA 95112

1111 Broadway
9th Floor
Oakland, CA 94607
CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PROJECT
SAN JOSE TO MERCED
785+00 TO GILROY STATION TO 1265+00
CONSTRUCTION PHASES
PLAN 3

CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PROJECT
SAN JOSE TO MERCED
785+00 TO GILROY STATION TO 1265+00
CONSTRUCTION PHASES
PLAN 3

SAFETY GRASS
SAN JOSE
CAPITOL
FREMONT"
COLLEGE PARK SAN JOSE SANTA CLARA CAPITOL HILL MORGAN HILL SAN MARTIN GILROY

COLLEGE PARK SAN JOSE SANTA CLARA CAPITOL HILL MORGAN HILL SAN MARTIN GILROY

OVERHEAD BRIDGE MAJOR UNDERPASS CREEK UNDERPASS

GRADE CROSSING UNDERGROUND

OVERHEAD BRIDGE TUNNEL

CURRENT TRACK PROVISIONAL TRACK BUILT IN PREVIOUS PHASES UNDER CONSTRUCTION PROPOSED ROW CIRCULATION TRACK PROPOSED TCE

GRADE CROSSING UNDER CONSTRUCTION

CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PROJECT
SAN JOSE TO MERCED
785+00 TO GILROY STATION TO 1265+00
CONSTRUCTION PHASES PLAN
PHASE 5

CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PROJECT
SAN JOSE TO MERCED
785+00 TO GILROY STATION TO 1265+00
CONSTRUCTION PHASES PLAN
PHASE 5

WILDLIFE CROSSING
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

GRADE CROSSING ADAPTATION

12 Burgos Ave.
11th Floor
SAN JOSE TO MERCED
Madrid, SP 28036

1111 Broadway
9th Floor
Oakland, CA 94607

1111 Broadway
9th Floor
Oakland, CA 94607
SAN JOSE COLLEGE PARK
TAMIEN CAPITOL BLOSSOM HILL
MORGAN HILL
SAN MARTIN GILROY
SANTA CLARA STRUCTURE CURRENT TRACK TRACK REMOVAL UNDER CONSTRUCTION UNDER CONSTRUCTION UNDER CONSTRUCTION CIRCULATION T. BUILT IN PREVIOUS PHASES GRADE CROSSING CIRCULATION TRACK ADAPTATION GRADE CROSSING OVERHEAD BRIDGE TUNNEL MAJOR UNDERPASS

SAN JOSE
CAPITOL STATION
BLOSSOM HILL STATION

CAPITOL STATION
BLOSSOM HILL STATION

BLOSSOM HILL STATION

CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED TRAIN PROJECT
SAN JOSE TO MERCED
315+00 TO 785+00
CONSTRUCTION PHASES
PLAN AND PROFILE SCHEME
PHASE 1

NOV/2018

CALIFORNIA HIGH-SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY

HIGH-SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY

HIGH-SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY

HIGH-SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY